
MYELE MANZANZA 
Having established himself as one of the most energetic and exciting Jazz musicians within the 
already thriving worldwide scene, New Zealand born, London based Drummer & Producer Myele 
Manzanza has made a major impact upon the global music landscape. 

 A founding member of Electric Wire Hustle, Myele has released five solo albums, and racked up 
tours and collaborations with Jordan Rakei, Theo Parrish, Miguel Atwood-Ferguson, Recloose and 
Amp Fiddler amongst others . Myele has developed a strong live presence in his new London base; 
his quartet has shared stages with the likes of Hiatus Kaiyote, The Bad Plus, Alfa Mist, and drawing 
packed houses to top venues such as The Jazz Café and Ronnie Scott’s. Last year, the first two 
instalments of his 'Crisis & Opportunity’ record series saw him garner praise from Mary Anne Hobbs, 
Cerys Matthews, Jamie Cullum, Huey Morgan, The Guardian, Complex, Jazz FM, Lefto, Worldwide 
FM, Jazzwise and more. 

A founding member of Electric Wire Hustle, Myele has released four solo albums, and racked up 
tours and collaborations with Jordan Rakei, Theo Parrish, Miguel Atwood-Ferguson, Recloose and 
Amp Fiddler amongst others . Myele has developed a strong live presence in his new London base; 
his quartet has shared stages with the likes of Hiatus Kaiyote, The Bad Plus, Alfa Mist, and drawing 
packed houses to top venues such as The Jazz Café and Ronnie Scott’s. 

Hailing originally from New Zealand, Myele made the move to London in 2019. Having tapped into 
the vibrant scene of his adopted home with a top tier cast of young London based talent (including 
Ashley Henry and additional contributions from the legendary Mark de Clive-Lowe) the resulting 
record 'Crisis & Opportunity Vol.1 - London’ gained praise from the likes of Mary Anne Hobbs, Jamie 
Cullum, Huey Morgan, The Guardian, Complex, Jazz FM + more. 

The third addition to the heralded series, ‘Crisis & Opportunity Vol.3 - Unfold’ sees Myele change his 
approach from drummer / improviser into a more production / beatmaker focussed role. Sharing 
production duties with Lewis Moody (Zeitgeist Freedom Energy Exchange), this album extends 
Myele's sound deeper into the electronic world, and pushes the music further into dance & club 
territory. 
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